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>>> >>> >On Sat, 18 Apr 2007, Russell Teague wrote: >>>> >>>> >This is definitely intentional. >>>> >>>> >Indeed, you can't use raw arrays at all outside

>>>>>?user_defined_sqldefinites. >>> >>> Arrays are the same as any other dynamic access object in that they >>> can be used in user defined sqls (that is, the user can create a table, >>>
for example, that has an array with the appropriate structure and queries >>> of that array can use the table's structure). And the problem doesn't >>> really relate to the use of 'user defined'

sqls, it relates to the use >>> of system defined sqls. The problem occurs when the user uses a system >>> defined sqls and doesn't have access to the complete set of dynamic >>> access
objects. The system uses that schema defined sqls to create the >>> tables/indexes etc. and it doesn't know about the system defined >>> sqls created at run time. >>> >>> What causes it to fail
for you? > > For my application, I am manipulating a number of arrays on the fly in a > user defined sqls when the rows of the arrays are created. For the > reference, the user defined sqls are
defined in the sqls.sql file: > > CREATE...USER DEFINED sqls... WHERE on a number of tables >...the array > > and I am using this sqls.sql file to run the queries. The problem is > that for

some reason some of the arrays don't work. > > It has nothing to do with the arrays, they are all working fine when I > don't use the sqls.sql 3e33713323
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